Nanoimaging of Focal Adhesion Dynamics in 3D
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Abstract

Organization and dynamics of focal adhesion proteins have been well characterized in cells grown on two-dimensional (2D) cell culture surfaces. However, much less is known about the dynamic association of these proteins in the 3D microenvironment. Limited imaging technologies capable of measuring protein interactions in real time and space for cells grown in 3D is a major impediment in understanding how proteins function under different environmental cues. In this study, we applied the nano-scale precise imaging by rapid beam oscillation (nSPIRO) technique and combined the scanning-fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (sFCS) and the number and molecular brightness (N&B) methods to investigate paxillin and actin dynamics at focal adhesions in 3D. Both MDA-MB-231 cells and U2OS cells produce elongated protrusions with high intensity regions of paxillin in cell grown in 3D collagen matrices. Using sFCS we found higher percentage of slow diffusing proteins at these focal spots, suggesting assembling/disassembling processes. In addition, the N&B analysis shows paxillin aggregated predominantly at these focal contacts which are next to collagen fibers. At those sites, actin showed slower apparent diffusion rate, which indicated that actin is either polymerizing or binding to the scaffolds in these locales. Our findings demonstrate that by multiplexing these techniques we have the ability to spatially and temporally quantify focal adhesion assembly and disassembly in 3D space and allow the understanding tumor cell invasion in a more complex relevant environment.
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Introduction

The study of focal adhesions in the two-dimensional (2D) environment has led to an in-depth understanding of their protein composition [1], structure [2], and their role in cell migration as well as mechanical sensing. Focal adhesions connect extracellular matrix (ECM) and F-actin cytoskeleton through transmembrane protein integrins [3–6]. Feedback interactions from mechanical and biochemical signals within focal adhesion and the F-actin cytoskeleton coordinate the behavior of the protrusive and contractile lamella by promoting and sustaining the proper spatial and temporal control in the cell [3].

The formation of focal adhesions on 2D surfaces begins with integrin clustering upon interaction with the ECM. Small transient integrin-associated nascent adhesions form first, followed by the formation of larger, more stable fibrillar adhesion with actin stress fibers, which facilitate cell spreading and migration [7]. The size of focal adhesion structures ranges from <0.25 μm (nascent adhesion) with fast turnover rate of >5 μm (fibrillar adhesion) with slower turnover rates [3,8]. Whether focal adhesions form in the 3D environment is still under debate [9–12]. It has been postulated that focal adhesions may not form at all due to the pliability of the microenvironment [11]. In addition, when cells are in the 3D environment, there is a continuum of migration modes that are determined by both matrix substrate and intrinsic contractility of the cell [7], and focal adhesions may not be needed for migration. The discrepancy of cellular migratory behavior, when focal adhesion-related components in 2D and 3D are altered, could indicate that focal adhesions in 3D, if they exist, may carry out different roles [12–14].

Focal adhesions are most commonly visualized in 3D using immunofluorescence staining [9]. By this method, several groups have reported the existence of focal adhesions in metastatic human breast cancer cell line, MDA-MB-231, either cultured in Matrigel [15] or type I collagen matrix [16]. These focal adhesions are found on cell protrusions close to the tip. However, immunostaining prevents investigations to probe protein dynamics and suffers from possible artifacts due to sample fixation. Finding focal adhesion sites in live cells embedded in 3D matrices has been challenging. Compared to 2D imaging, conventional confocal microscopes have an axial resolution that is about three times lower than lateral resolution, which makes it difficult to discern very small structures such as focal adhesions. In addition, current laser scanning confocal microscopy uses a predetermined raster scan pattern to move the laser spot for imaging one plane at a time. This is inefficient to image structures that are sparse in 3D such as a cell protrusion. Due to the longer acquisition time required for 3D imaging, protein dynamics that occur in short timescales cannot be detected. Recent literature has discussed several other issues regarding focal adhesion studies of live cells in 3D. First, the focal adhesions detected may be from the cells that experience the stiff glass surface due to the proximity to the...
imaging dish (‘edge effect’), which is not a true 3D environment. In this case, the cell may behave more similarly to the 2D scenario. The underlying idea is that if part of a cell can sense the glass surface, the behavior of the entire cell may be biased by the properties of the surface stiffness. Second, high cytoplasmic fluorescence background may give low signal-to-background ratio that hinders the detection of focal adhesions [10–12].

In conjunction with high-resolution 3D imaging reconstruction by nSPIRO, spatial correlation of the intensity fluctuations during the orbital scanning were used to provide the diffusion coefficients of proteins near the protrusion surface. To obtain the high temporal resolution needed to measure protein diffusion, we implemented circular scan around the cell protrusion at the region of interest, while maintaining the orbit centered at the protrusion by the nSPIRO feedback approach to avoid the fluctuation caused by cellular movement (Fig. 1F). Image correlation spectroscopy [17] and Number and Brightness (N&B) methods [18] can then be applied to the intensity trace around the protrusion to extract protein diffusion rates of focal adhesion proteins and to analyze protein aggregation level, respectively (see Materials and Methods).

In this study, we used EGFP-labeled paxillin for focal adhesion identification, a multi-domain scaffold protein that generally localizes at focal adhesions. Paxillin serves as an adaptor protein for the recruitment of numerous regulatory and structural proteins that control the dynamic changes in focal adhesion and cytoskeleton [19,20]. The dynamics of paxillin in 2D environment has been described in detail, and has been shown that the diffusion rate as well as aggregation level are different at focal adhesion sites compared to cytosolic position [21]. For our analysis, we first showed evidence of physical attachment of the cell to collagen fibers by spatial-temporal image correlation spectroscopy (STICS) technique to map the displacement of the collagen fibers as the cells migrate in the 3D environment. The displacement of the collagen fibers as the cell moves allows us to map regions of attachment of the fibers. Second, we used the nSPIRO technique to reconstruct the surface of the cell protrusion with nanometer precision. At the cell protrusion, paxillin and α5-integrin are co-localized. Using a second detection channel to measure the second harmonic generation (SHG) signal of collagen we also found that collagen co-localize with paxillin and α5-integrin at the adhesions. Interestingly, we found that paxillin-EGFP formed aggregates on two sides of a collagen fiber, and that this structure could be stable for several minutes. Our results on the slow diffusive behavior and increase in molecular brightness of paxillin at the key site that co-localize with collagen are readily identified as a protein organization site of focal adhesions. The focal adhesions formed in 3D are smaller and have faster dynamic assembly and disassembly compared to the focal adhesions formed in 2D.

Materials and Methods

Cell culture preparation

The paxillin-EGFP MDA-MB-231 stable cell line (American Type Culture Collection, HTB-26) was prepared as follows. First, the paxillin gene was ligated into the pEGFP-N3 vector kindly provided by the Horwitz lab at the University of Virginia. The Paxillin-EGFP fusion was then inserted into the pQCXIP retroviral expression vector. The retrovirus was prepared using the packaging cell line GP2-293 (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA). MDA-MB-231 was infected with retrovirus for 24 hours and selected with puromycin at 1 microgram/ml for a few days to obtain the stable line.

Transient transfections of actin-EGFP, actin-mCherry were done using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. MDA-MB-231 and U2OS cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) with high glucose (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum and 1% pen/strep at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator.

Type I collagen was purchased from BD Biosciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ), with the original concentration of 3.75 mg/ml. Collagen was diluted with 10× PBS with phenol red and water to final concentration of 1× PBS and 2 mg/ml collagen solution. NaOH was added to neutralize the collagen solution before mixing with cells. Fluorescent labeled MDA-MB-231 cells or U2OS cells in serum-free DMEM were mixed with 2 mg/ml collagen solution, with the final concentration of 5×104 cells/ml. The collagen/Cell mixture was polymerized at 20°C for 1 hr and then at 37°C for 20 min. Full medium was applied after polymerization and placed in the CO2 incubator.

Measurements were performed 2 to 4 days after cells were cultured in the collagen matrix.

2-Photon imaging

2-Photon raster scan images with z-stack scanning over time were obtained using LSM 710 (Carl Zeiss, Maple Grove, MN) and rendered using the ZEN software (Carl Zeiss). A Mai-Tai Ti:Sa laser (Newport, Irvine, CA) with excitation wavelength at 900 nm was used for the raster scan images. The emission was collected by a 40×0.8 N.A. water immersion objective with working distance of 3 mm and detected using a filter (442–463 nm) for second harmonic generation for collagen and 525–646 nm filter for EGFP emission.

nSPIRO tracking principle

The detail of nSPIRO algorithm can be found in [22–24]. In brief, the laser beam is moved in a circular orbit with the radius close to the fluorescent object of interest. The radius of the orbit is modulated at a frequency of 8 oscillations per period. By Fourier transform, the fluorescence signal recorded along the circular orbit gives the phase and the radial distance of the object from the center of circular scanning. The laser circular orbit center position is then updated according to the fast feedback algorithm in real time by moving the center of the orbital scanning to the recovered object position.

nSPIRO microscopy setup

The nSPIRO tracking routine was performed on a home-built 2-photon microscope as previously described [22]. The same 40× water objective for 2-photon imaging was used. A Chameleon Ultra II laser (Coherent, CA), set to 880 nm, was used to excite EGFP. A 490 nm dichroic was used to split the emission signal into two channels. The emission for the second harmonic generation (SHG) signal from collagen was recorded simultaneously with GFP signal. The wavelength collected for SHG signal was between 387 nm to 447 nm and 515 nm and 555 nm for EGFP. All experiments involving nSPIRO were performed with the specification as described above. For co-localization experiment nSPIRO was performed on a modified inverted Olympus FV1000 microscope. Two different laser lines at 488 nm and 543 nm were used simultaneously for excitation of α5-integrin-EGFP and paxillin-mCherry, respectively. The EGFP emission was collected between 505–525 nm and the mCherry emission was collected between 560–660 nm.

Figure 1 shows the experimental design. Briefly, the cell protrusion in 3D was first located by raster scan (Fig. 1A and
1B). Then circular scan with amplitude modulation was then performed along the cell protrusion with 20 seconds to 60 seconds per ramp period (Fig. 1C). Once the ramping along the protrusion begins, the nSPIRO tracking feedback system updates the cell protrusion center position based on the fluorescence intensity acquired along the orbit. The orbit center position is adjusted every 4 orbits. At the end of the 4-orbit cycle, the orbit is moved by a small amount (generally less than 100 nm) along the axis perpendicular to orbit plane (Fig. 1C). Depending on the diameter of the cell protrusion, the orbit radius was set at different values between 1 μm to 4 μm. The fluorescence intensity was recorded either at 128 or 256 points along the orbit at a sampling rate of 16 ms/orbit. We used a radial modulation of 10% of orbit radius modulation (Fig. 1D). This modulation is sufficient to determine the position of the surface of the protrusion with nanometer accuracy. The nSPIRO data was acquired and processed by the

Figure 1. Experimental workflow. (A) First, a raster scan image of an MDA-MB-231 cell with fluorescent expression (green) cultured in type I collagen (red) was taken. In this example, MDA-MB-231 cell was labeled with paxillin-GFP, and the image was taken with 2-photon microscope to detect simultaneously fluorescence and SHG from the collagen. (B) Once the location of cell protrusion was identified, we took zoomed to identify a cell protrusion. Here only the fluorescence image is shown. (C) After identifying the cell protrusion region of interest, we switched the scanning mode from raster scan to nSPIRO. This schematic graph shows the nSPIRO circular scan (yellow) ramps along the cell protrusion (green) identified from (B). The circular scan orbit size was selected according to the cell protrusion radius. While ramping along the cell protrusion, the center position of circular scan is maintained on the cell protrusion by nSPIRO feedback method, as described in Materials and Methods section. The intensity profiles of fluorescent proteins in cell protrusion as well as SHG of nearby collagen fibers are recorded simultaneously. (D) A schematic graph showing the cross section of the protrusion shown in (C) in green, and the trajectory of circular orbit with amplitude modulation (white). The yellow oval shape represents the PSF. The PSF is elongated along z direction, resulting in higher intensity near 90° and 270° due to larger observation volume overlap with the fluorescent structure, and lower intensity near 0° and 180°. (E) After collecting the data from (C), the 3D image reconstruction can be done. The reconstruction utilizes circular scan location and radius to create cylindrical-shaped mesh covered with a texture which represents the intensity profile. (F) Schematic graph showing that the circular scan method can also be applied at a point of interest while the nSPIRO tracking routine maintains the orbit center on the protrusion. This technique allows the measurement of protein dynamics at a specific location with high temporal resolution. (G) A schematic graph showing the cross section of the protrusion shown in (C) in green, and the trajectory of circular orbit without amplitude modulation (white). The arrow indicates the orbit scan direction, and 0° represents the orbit starting point. The yellow oval shape represents the PSF. The amplitude modulation was not used to avoid introducing artifact for image correlation analysis. (H) Circular scans data from (F) were represented as a pseudo-image in which the horizontal dimension is pixel position along a circular scan, which corresponds to the direction 0° to 360° in (G), and the vertical dimension is time. In the pseudo-image, the intensities around 90° and 270° were higher than at 0° and 180° due to the PSF shape, which is different in the x and z directions, as explained in (D). The color scale shows that this effect is not very large, accounting for about 20% variations along the orbit. The data were further analyzed to retrieve protein diffusion coefficients and aggregation level, as described in Materials and Methods.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099896.g001
SimFCS software (www.lfd.uci.edu, UCI, Irvine). Images from nSPIRO were rendered by SimFCS (Fig. 1E). The 3D image reconstruction utilizes orbit location and radius to create cylindrical-shaped meshes and textures which correspond to the intensity profile along each orbit.

STICS

To analyze cell-collagen interaction at the cellular scale, we used spatial-temporal image correlation spectroscopy (STICS) analysis [25,26] on confocal raster scan images taken from LSM710 microscope. By correlating frames across time-series images, STICS gives the information of the direction and speed of flow. This method was originally developed for molecule dynamics, and has been expanded to analyze cellular sizes and movements [27]. Here we applied STICS to larger scale objects, cell protrusions and collagen fibers, to analyze their relative movements [27]. Here we applied STICS to larger scale objects, cell protrusions and collagen fibers, to analyze their relative movements [27].

For circular scan, S and G are given by:

\[ G(\xi, \psi) = \frac{\gamma}{N} \left( 1 + \frac{4D(\tau_p \xi + \tau_i \psi)}{w_0^2} \right)^{-1} \left( 1 + \frac{4D(\tau_p \xi + \tau_j \psi)}{w_i^2} \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \quad (4) \]

In which \( \delta r \) is the distance between adjacent points along the orbit, and \( \tau_p \) and \( \tau_i \) are the pixel dwell time and time between orbits, respectively. \( w_0 \) and \( w_i \) are geometrical factors that describe the laser beam profile. N is the number of particles in the focal volume, and \( \gamma \) depends on the shape of the illumination volume. Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 are used to fit the image correlation function from circular scanning data to extract the diffusion coefficient D. Fitting is done by the SimFCS software. A moving average of 50 x256 lines (210 seconds) was used to filter out very slow motion as previously described [21,28].

The number and brightness (N&B) method [18,29] was applied to the same dataset to identify protein aggregates. The number and brightness of particles at each pixel of the circular scan can be extracted by using the average and the variance of the intensity distribution. For K time points with corresponding intensity \( k_i \), the average \( <k> \) and the variance \( \sigma^2 \) of the intensity distribution are given by

\[ <k> = \frac{\sum k_i}{K} \quad (5) \]
\[ \sigma^2 = \frac{\sum (k_i - <k>)^2}{K} \quad (6) \]

According to Digman et al [29], the variance of the intensity measurement is due to the combination of the variance caused by particle fluctuation \((\sigma_p^2)\) and the variance caused by the shot noise of the detector \((\sigma_d^2)\). These two variables as well as the average intensity \( <k> \) are dependent on the molecular brightness, \( \varepsilon \), which reflects the aggregation state of fluorescent proteins, and the average number of molecules in the illumination volume, n.

\[ \sigma^2 = \sigma_p^2 + \sigma_d^2 = \varepsilon n + \eta n \quad (7) \]
\[ <k> = \varepsilon n \quad (8) \]

The apparent brightness (B) is defined as the ratio of the variance to the average intensity at each pixel. By substituting the variance and the average to \( \varepsilon \) and n using Eq. 7 and Eq. 8, the value B can be shown to be related to the brightness of the particles, which could be used to determine the aggregate size. B is independent of the number of particles [29].

\[ B = \frac{\sigma^2}{<k>} = \varepsilon + 1 \quad (9) \]

We report the B value as the indication of protein the aggregation level. The N&B algorithm is implemented in SimFCS.

Statistical analysis

For the comparison of molecular brightness at focal adhesion and non-focal adhesion sites we performed two-tail t test to calculate the P value to determine if the difference of these two groups is significant (P value<0.01).
We performed binomial test to calculate the P value to compare slow diffusive paxillin populations detected at focal versus non-focal adhesion sites.

Results

Morphological differences of MDA-MB-231 cells in the 2D and 3D environment and interactions with collagen

MDA-MB-231 cells expressing paxillin-EGFP were cultured on either 2D culture dishes or embedded in type I collagen matrices for 2 to 4 days before imaging. In contrast to the flat spreading morphology on 2D culture dish surfaces with distinct focal adhesions near the cell border (Fig. 2A), MDA-MB-231 cells either stay rounded or form long protrusions when cultured in collagen matrices, as previously reported [16,30]. Using 2-photon laser scanning microscopy, no distinct focal adhesion was detected in the collagen matrix samples (Fig. 2B-D). However, we observed cell protrusions actively forming and retracting. In addition, collagen deformation was also found near cell protrusions, where collagen fibers are stretched toward the cell (Fig. 2B-D). This phenomenon is ubiquitous in collagen matrices close to the glass surface up to about 1 mm above the glass. Interestingly, cell protrusions in 3D were not randomly growing in all directions. Although the entire cell could span up to about 100 μm, the body of the cell was mainly aligned parallel to the glass surface on the xy plane (Fig. 2E).

To establish whether the interaction of cell protrusions and collagen fibers was passive or involved focal adhesions, the STICS analysis was applied to time-lapse images of an MDA-MB-231 cell embedded in type I collagen (see Materials and Methods, Fig. 3). SHG signal from collagen and actin-EGFP emission were simultaneously collected. Within the 10-minute data acquisition, the cell protrusion showed significant retraction towards the upper-left corner of the image (Fig. 3A and 3B). The STICS analysis further revealed the local deformation of collagen fibers and cell protrusions. Figure 3C and figure 3D show STICS velocity maps of collagen and cell protrusion, respectively. Collagen fibers near the cell protrusion were moving in the same direction of cell retraction, which may due to passive squeezing. However, while some collagen fibers were moving along the direction of motion of the protrusion there was one point in time and space where the collagen detached from the cell and snapped-back in the opposite direction (Fig. 3C, red circle), suggesting the existence of adhesions.

Visualizing focal adhesion on cell protrusion

To visualize focal adhesions in 3D, we applied the nSPIRO technique [22] to achieve higher spatial-temporal resolution at cell protrusions compared to 3D confocal images and to demonstrate the existence of focal adhesions in both MDA-MB-231 cells and U2OS cells. The measurements were done on cells embedded in collagen matrices and away from the imaging dish glass edge, avoiding previously discussed ‘edge effect’ due to proximity of the glass [11].

By the nSPIRO method, we were able to visualize non-uniform paxillin-EGFP distribution in cells close to the glass surface (< 100 μm distance from the surface). These non-uniform distributions where are detected in cells entirely embedded in the matrix (>900 μm above the glass surface) (Fig. 4A), in contrast to the report made by Fraley et al. [11]. Furthermore, the location of high intensity paxillin-EGFP correlates with collagen SHG intensity. As illustrated in figure 1D, the nSPIRO circular acquisition on the cell protrusion was done on the x-z or y-z plane. The intensity is modulated along the orbit due to the point spread function (PSF) profile that has larger extension along the z direction (Fig. 1D, shown in yellow). The intensity is higher when the PSF is at 90° and 270° of the orbit since the PSF penetrates more inside the protrusion, while the intensity is lower at 0° and 180° since the orbit is moving outside the protrusion. Thus, the difference in extension of the PSF along z-axis with respect to the x or y direction gives a characteristic banded pattern on the pseudo-image carpet, while the intensity along the ramping direction is not modulated. Below we describe the intensity variation along the ramping direction for the identification of focal adhesion positions.

Figure 4B and 4C shows the 3D rendering of paxillin-EGFP expression overlaid with collagen fibers in an MDA-MB-231 and an U2OS cell protrusion, respectively. Unlike images obtained with the raster scan method that showed no distinct features of paxillin-EGFP distribution in 3D, nSPIRO reveals that paxillin-EGFP was non-uniformly distributed along cell protrusions with high intensity spots, indicating the possible location of focal adhesions in 3D. These high intensity spots extend few hundred nanometers along the cell protrusion. Further analysis of paxillin-EGFP and collagen intensity showed that the local maxima of paxillin-EGFP intensity (possibly focal adhesions) are usually co-localized with collagen fibers. We found that collagen fibers at these locations are perpendicular to the direction of the protrusion. We observed that paxillin sometimes exhibits relatively symmetrical high concentration at both sides of the collagen fiber (along the protrusion axis), showing that focal contacts surround or ‘grab’ the perpendicular collagen fiber (Fig. 4B). This organization of paxillin is distinct from the shape of focal adhesions found in cells cultured on 2D surfaces. The high intensity collagen signal does not always correlate with high paxillin-EGFP signal, indicating that a nearby collagen fiber does not guarantee the formation of focal adhesions. Similar features were also seen in U2OS cell protrusions (Fig. 4C). We further performed α5-integrin-EGFP and paxillin-mCherry co-transfection experiment to show that at these high intensity spots both proteins are present. We used one photon nSPIRO as described in nSPIRO microscopy setup under Materials and Methods, and showed co-localization of α5-integrin and paxillin in MDA-MB-231 cell protrusions at the high intensity spots shown in yellow pixels (Fig. 4D).

The speed of the nSPIRO data acquisition allows us to generate 3D movies of the cell protrusion with ‘frame’ rate in the seconds scale. Figure 5 shows paxillin-EGFP dynamics on an MDA-MB-231 cell protrusion and demonstrates that the paxillin-EGFP high intensity spots can last for minutes, although the position may change. We speculate that the position change might be related to the collagen fiber movement.

Protein diffusion and binding

To further confirm that stable paxillin-EGFP high intensity positions are focal adhesion sites, we applied circular scan on cell protrusion at focal adhesion sites and non-focal adhesion sites. Fluctuation correlation analysis was then applied to characterize protein dynamics as described in the Materials and Methods sections (Fig. 6A). Briefly, the protein diffusion rate was determined by applying image correlation analysis to circular scanning intensity carpet pseudo-images. The spatial correlations functions was fit with a diffusion model as described in the method section. For the same dataset, we also estimated the relative protein aggregation level by the N&B method.

When comparing the N&B results obtained from paxillin-EGFP low intensity regions versus high intensity regions, on the same MDA-MB-231 cell protrusions, the stable high intensity regions showed significantly larger aggregates as indicated by higher
This observation further confirms the existence of focal adhesions in 3D protrusion. To estimate the diffusion coefficient, the fit was done using two diffusion components model. For MDA-MB-231 cells, at both paxillin-EGFP high intensity (focal adhesion, FA) and low intensity (non focal adhesion, non FA) regions, three major diffusion coefficient populations were observed: fast diffusion population ($D = 22 \pm 6.1 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ for FA and $D = 23 \pm 2.8 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ for non FA), slow diffusion population ($D = 2.0 \pm 0.7 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ for FA and $D = 2.1 \pm 0.8 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ for non FA), and very slow diffusion population ($D = 0.024 \pm 0.010 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ for FA and $D = 0.024 \pm 0.008 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ for non FA). The last component is much more prominent in FA regions compared to non FA regions (Fig. 6C, P value<0.01 by binomial test). At FAs, 80% of the measurements showed diffusion coefficient smaller than 0.03 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}, while at non FAs only less than half of the instances showed the existence of very slow diffusion component. A similar trend was also observed with the U2OS cells (P value<0.01 by binomial test). For U2OS cells, the fast diffusion population has diffusion coefficient of $25 \pm 2.3 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ and the slow diffusion population ($D<0.03 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$) is frequently observed at focal adhesion sites (Fig. 6C). The result is similar to paxillin dynamics in 2D cells analyzed by the RICS method [21], in which the reported free diffusive coefficient is 19.6 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1} and the slower diffusion coefficient is 1.43 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}. In the 3D case, while the slow population ($D<2 \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$) may represent paxillin binding/unbind-

Figure 2. MDA-MB-231 cells in 3D type I collagen matrix. (A–D) 2-photon excitation raster scan images of MDA-MB-231 cells labeled with paxillin-EGFP (green) in type I collagen matrix (purple) at different depth from the glass surface, as indicated in each panel. Cells on the glass surface show focal adhesions at the cell borders (A), but there are no distinctive focal adhesions when cells are in collagen matrix (B–D, depth is the distance to the glass surface). However, collagen fibers were remodeled near the cells, showing more straight fibers toward the cell body as indicated by the white arrows, and collagen fibers away from cells were more randomly distributed, as shown in panel B. (E) Depth color-coding showing that MDA-MB-231 cells embedded in collagen matrix (750 \text{um} above glass) have protrusions across tens of micrometers in depth, but the major cell bodies were about the same height.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099896.g002
probably due to the abundance of endogenous G-actin. The surface or in the interior of the cell protrusions (Fig. 6E) from separate transfections. On the other hand, there is no from the co-transfections was consistent with the results obtained with actin-EGFP and paxillin-mCherry. The result and actin diffusion coefficients, MDA-MB 231 cells were co-transfected with actin-EGFP and paxillin-mCherry. The result diffusion may due to relatively stable actin structures in cell (D
measured by the image correlation method is significantly slower ing at the adhesions, the last category (D−0.02 μm²/s) could be the diffusion near stable focal adhesions.

We focused on whether actin has different dynamics inside the protrusion and closer to the surface of the cell protrusion. This was done by changing the radius of the orbit as to penetrate more or less the protrusion. At either location, the actin diffusion coefficient measured by the image correlation method is significantly slower (D<0.02 μm²/s), and is also slower than the actin diffusion rate in 2D reported in the literature (~3.1 to 5.8 μm²/s) [31]. The slow diffusion may due to relatively stable actin structures in cell protrusions, which supports the hypothesis that focal adhesions exist in 3D cell protrusions. To confirm the difference of paxillin and actin diffusion coefficients, MDA-MB 231 cells were co-transfected with actin-EGFP and paxillin-mCherry. The result from the co-transfections was consistent with the results obtained from separate transfections. On the other hand, there is no significant aggregation difference for actin between regions close to the surface or in the interior of the cell protrusions (Fig. 6E) probably due to the abundance of endogenous G-actin.

Discussion

In this work we used an array of imaging techniques to visualize and to measure the dynamics of focal adhesions in 3D. Our ability to detect focal adhesions in 3D was made possible due to the long working distance objective (3 mm) with high numerical aperture and by the nSPIRO method. Here we show that the major advantages of the nSPIRO technique over the conventional raster scan for 3D imaging are the increased resolution, more efficient acquisition, and the ability to detect fluorescence fluctuations near the object surface. The nSPIRO substantially reduces the high background fluorescence in thin cell protrusions that has been problematic for conventional confocal microscopy [10,11]. Since the nSPIRO method enabled us to visualize focal adhesions in 3D without reducing the EGFP construct expression level, the overall signal to background ratio is large enough to visualize focal adhesions above 250 μm from the glass surface, which was difficult with conventional confocal microscope systems [11]. We also showed that nSPIRO works with one or multiphoton excitation which gave us the opportunity to observe SHG from the collagen fibers, although 2-photon excitation without the nSPIRO cannot resolve focal adhesions in 3D (Fig. 2B–D).

We used the 3D rat tail type I collagen ECM model to produce a discontinuous fibrillar structure, providing both an adhesive substrate as well as a steric barrier for cells, similar to collagen-rich interstitial tissues in vivo [32]. We found that focal adhesions in 3D occur at contacts of cell protrusion with collagen fibers, which is consistent with a previous report [10]. We demonstrated the existence of cell-collagen attachment by STICS analysis. While current traction force microscopy infers the 3D matrix deformation by measuring the displacement of beads in the matrix [33], STICS analysis may be a complementary method that gives a direct measurement of cell and collagen fiber movement. We further showed the co-localization of paxillin and collagen fibers by the nSPIRO method. Compared to the focal adhesion sizes measured in 2D cell cultures, which can be as large as 5 μm [3,8], focal adhesions formed in the 3D environment are smaller, mostly within 2 μm (Fig. 4). This can possibly be due to a smaller surface for attachment and less tension in the collagen matrix with respect to flat surfaces [3]. Interestingly, from the distribution pattern of the focal adhesions, cell protrusions seem to run perpendicular rather parallel to collagen fibers. The co-localization of paxillin and α5-integrin as shown in figure 4D, suggests that focal adhesions in 3D may also be integrin-based. This finding establishes the 2D focal adhesion analogous in 3D.

In 3D, paxillin has been shown to regulate focal adhesion assembly/disassembly and affect cell plasticity to switch from amoeboid to mesenchymal mode of migration [34]. However, the dynamics of paxillin in the 3D environment has not been previously reported. We found three apparent diffusion coefficients of paxillin-EGFP in cell protrusion, representing free paxillin and possible paxillin binding/unbinding dynamics on focal adhesion sites. The paxillin diffusion coefficients in 3D are similar to 2D measurement [21]. However, we also observed that the slower paxillin dynamics may occur everywhere within cell protrusions, although the very slow diffusive component was found significantly more often in the FA regions. It is possible that binding/unbinding events near the cell membrane and steric hindrance play a more prominent role in determining paxillin dynamics in cell protrusions in 3D. We further demonstrated that paxillin aggregates at focal adhesions in 3D using the N&B method. The relatively small aggregation level at focal adhesions in 3D with respect to aggregates found in 2D [18] may be related to their smaller size.

In 2D, protrusions are stabilized by focal adhesions that link the actin cytoskeleton structure to the underlying ECM proteins, and acto-myosin contraction generates traction forces on the substrate that facilitates cell migration [7]. It is less known how the actin filaments are organized in the 3D environment and their interaction with focal adhesions. The actin-EGFP apparent

---

**Figure 3. STICS analysis showing collagen fiber displacement.** (A and B) STICS analysis was applied to a 10 minutes time-lapse movie of collagen SHG signal (purple) and MDA-MB-231 cells with actin-EGFP expression (green) taken by the two-photon microscope to collect the SHG of collagen. (A) Shows the beginning and (B) shows the end of the time-lapse. (C and D) STICS was applied to 64×64 pixel regions on the entire 256×256 pixels image for both channels. (C) Shows STICS analysis on collagen. The yellow box shows the size of the sliding region used for analysis. Arrows indicate the speed and the direction of the average motion at each 32×32 pixel region. The red circle shows a region of collagen fiber that moved toward the opposite side of cell retraction, indicating possible detach and relaxation of collagen fiber from the cell. (D) Shows the STICS analysis on the fluorescence signal form the cell protrusion, which has more uniform movement.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099896.g003
diffusion coefficient measured in cell protrusions was significantly slower than the diffusion of paxillin-EGFP, indicating the existence of actin polymers. Other cytoskeletal components may also be involved in focal adhesion dynamics and cell motility. At least in fibroblasts, microtubules have been shown to provide mechanical structure for matrix contraction under low cell-matrix tension, whereas cells in a high cell-matrix tension state utilize conventional acto-myosin activity for matrix remodeling [35]. Further efforts to show the dynamics of actin polymerization along the protrusions are under way in our lab.

We note that under a relatively homogeneous environment without chemical stimulants while cell protrusions are actively protruding and retracting and remodeling collagen nearby, the position of cell nucleus was barely changed. From this study, it is difficult to draw conclusions whether focal adhesions are necessary for cell migration in 3D. A closer look into forces generated by the cells through focal adhesions, possibly through the STICS method, may be needed to clarify the role of focal adhesions in 3D.

Here we showed focal adhesion protein dynamics of two human cancer cell lines, MDA-MB-231 cells and U2OS cells, embedded in type I collagen matrices. These dynamics may be specific to a certain condition as it is known that both extracellular matrix and cell types affect cell migration mode [36] [37] [38]. Even within the same collagen matrix, we observed both mesenchymal-like cells with long protrusion and amoeboid-like cells with rounded or irregular shape. In type I collagen matrices, long cell protrusions seem to be the prominent feature of MDA-MB 231 cells and U2OS cells. On the other hand, when invading 3D Matrigel, Poincloux et al. observed that the same cell line has a characteristic rounded morphology with F-actin and myosin-IIa accumulating at the cell rear in a uropod-like structure [39]. MDA-MB-231 cells display neither lamellipodial nor bleb extensions at the leading edge and do not require Arp2/3 complex activity for 3D invasion in Matrigel [39]. These observations show the complexity of 3D migration, and more efforts in probing the dynamics of cell-matrix interaction may be needed for the understanding of cell migration in 3D.

In conclusion, we showed the application of the nSPIRO method combined with FCS techniques, and we demonstrated, at the molecular level, the existence of focal adhesions in 3D in which at least 3 crucial components (paxillin, a5-integrin and collagen) are co-localized and show dynamics compatible with binding/unbinding equilibria. We have demonstrated the existence of focal adhesions in cells grown in 3D collagen matrices close to the glass and in regions far away from the glass surface. We showed evidence of collagen-cell protrusion adhesions by the STICS analysis as in figure 3, and further visualized the small and sparse
focal adhesions in 3D through the nSPIRO 3D imaging method (Fig. 4). We have found that paxillin diffuses with similar rates in 2D and 3D focal adhesion regions, but with higher percentage of slow diffusion population at focal adhesion sites in 3D. However, the paxillin aggregates detected are significantly smaller in the 3D environment with respect to 2D.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Comparison of raster scan and nSPIRO. (A) The raster scan pattern for 3D z-stack imaging. At each xy plane (blue), the laser beam scans line by line (black arrows) to acquire the intensity. Then the laser beam moves to a different z position and repeats the same raster scan pattern to acquire the image for another xy plane. (B) After the image is acquired as described from (A), the 3D image is reconstructed by stacking images of each xy plane at different z positions together. The grid represents pixels. As shown in this example, for a 3D sparse structure, there could be a large amount of pixels containing no information of the object of interest (green). (C) The orbital scanning pattern for nSPIRO 3D imaging. Instead of scanning line by line as raster scan, nSPIRO uses orbital laser pattern for image acquisition. With the feedback algorithm, the center of orbit scanning is adjusted to maintain the orbit on the object of interest. (D) nSPIRO orbital scan contains the information of structure size, which is used to create the mesh (black grids), and the intensity acquired along the orbit is painted on the mesh for image reconstruction. With this method, all the pixels acquired are from the object of interest, which increases the data acquisition efficiency compared to raster scan.
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